Functional measurement analysis is a powerful tool for investigating spatial perceptual development. Here it is shown that this analysis involves the new concept of development of size isomorphism, which is distinct from the conventional concept of development of size constancy. We begin by considering a rectangle placed on the frontal plane entirely within the visual field of a subject. By definition, this rectangle has the perceived size
with ω the perceived width and η the perceived height of the rectangle. Anderson and Weiss (1971) found that the rating of perceived size is well described as
with c 0 and c 1 empirical parameters. They had subjects rate the size of rectangles with different combinations of values of ω and η. Plotting the mean rating of size (R) against η yields one factorial curve for each value of ω. Eqs. 1 and 2 predict that these curves are straight lines diverging as η increases (Anderson, 1981, p. 41; 1982, p. 73) . Anderson and Weiss (1971) found that factorial curves were indeed diverging straight lines. This result indicates that Eq. 2 is an appropriate description of people's rating of perceived size. Suppose that
with k 0 and k 1 empirical parameters, w the physical width of the rectangle, and h the physical height of the rectangle. Eqs. 1, 3, and 4 yield
and Eqs. 2 and 5 yield
Eq. 6 predicts that R varies linearly with h when w is fixed. This prediction has been confirmed empirically (Anderson & Weiss, 1971; Masin, 2005) indicating that Eqs. 3 and 4-from which Eq. 6 derives-appropriately describe how perceived rectangle width and perceived rectangle height change with physical rectangle width and physical rectangle height, respectively.
Implication of Eq. 6.-Factorial curves obtained from plotting the mean rating of rectangle size (R) against physical rectangle height (h) for fixed values of physical rectangle width (w) are essentially parallel for younger children and diverge for older children (Anderson & Cuneo, 1978; Gigerenzer & Richter, 1990; Lautrey, Mullet, & Pâques, 1989; Rulence-Pâques & Mullet, 1998; Wilkening, 1979; Wolf & Algom, 1987) . For example, Fig. 1 shows results from Anderson and Cuneo (1978) for children of 5 and 11 years. Factorial curves are essentially parallel at 5 years and diverge at 11 years.
Eq. 6 shows that R varies with w and h multiplicatively (w · h) and additively (w + h). Since the multiplicative effect depends on k 0 , and the additive effect depends on k 0 and k 1 , the pattern of factorial curves depends on k 0 and k 1 .
Size isomorphism.-Changes in k 0 and k 1 reflect changes in perceived size and shape of rectangles located on a frontal plane. Fig. 2 provides an example, with the rectangle on the left representing a physical rectangle measuring 20 × 50 mm. Let A denote the perception of this physical rectangle when k 0 = 1 and k 1 = 0 (Eqs. 3 and 4), and let B denote this perception when k 0 = 0.2 and k 1 = 5. These rectangles are depicted in Fig. 1 with solid sides. The rectangle with dashed sides represents A reduced in scale such that its height equals that of B. It may be seen that A is larger and more elongated than B.
The perceived size of frontal rectangles is isomorphic to the size of the corresponding physical frontal rectangles when perceived frontal rectangles match corresponding physical frontal rectangles in shape. Thus, k 0 and k 1 indicate the extent of size isomorphism.
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Development of size isomorphism.-Since the pattern of factorial curves depends on k 0 and k 1 and this pattern changes with age ( Fig. 1) , k 0 and k 1 also change with age. A numerical iterative procedure was applied on the data reported in the left diagram in Fig. 1 , and separately on those reported in the right diagram, to obtain the values of c 0 , c 1 , k 0 , and k 1 that minimized the root-mean-square deviation of mean ratings of rectangle size from corresponding Rs predicted by Eq. 6. The resulting estimated values were c 0 = 0.8, c 1 = 30, k 0 = 0.3, and k 1 = 4.45 for 5-year-olds, and c 0 = 0.175, c 1 = 4.75, k 0 = 1, and k 1 = 0 for 11-year-olds. In Fig. 1 , the straight lines fitted to the data points show Rs computed by Eq. 6 using these estimated parameter values. For 5-year-olds, one may see that Eq. 6 predicts that factorial curves diverge just barely such that they look almost parallel.
3 For 11-year-olds, Eq. 6 predicts that factorial curves diverge appreciably.
The estimated values k 0 = 0.3 and k 1 = 4.45 for 5-year-olds suggest that perceived frontal linear extents are nonisomorphic to corresponding physical linear extents at the age of 5. The estimated values k 0 = 1 and k 1 = 0 for 11-year-olds suggest that perceived frontal linear extents are isomorphic to corresponding physical linear extents by the age of 11. two distinct linear psychophysical functions, one with k 0 = 0.3 and k 1 = 4.45 for long linear extents and one with k 0 closer to 1 and k 1 closer to 0 for shorter linear extents (see the Appendix for an analogue of this concept).
Possible neural basis of the development of size isomorphism.-It is theorized that perceptual attributes are represented in the sensory mechanisms by spatial and temporal neural properties, referred to as sensory codes (Brigner, 1977; Brigner & Kauffman, 1974; Uttal, 1973; Wasserman, Felsten, & Easland, 1979) . It is possible that perceptual attributes vary during childhood due to variations with age in the corresponding sensory code and in the working parameters of the sensory mechanisms that generate the attributes. Developmental changes in sensory codes are suggested by changes in Vernier and stereo acuity and in spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity occurring until at least middle childhood (Ellemberg, Lewis, Liu, & Maurer, 1999; Fiorentini, 1992; Gwiazda, Bauer, & Held, 1989; Jaeger, 1999; Pollack, 1970) . Developmental changes in the working parameters of sensory mechanisms are suggested by variations throughout childhood in density of synapses and interconnectivity of neurons (Conner, Sharma, Lemieux, & Mendola, 2004; Garey & de Courten, 1983; Hou, Pettet, Sampath, Candy, & Norcia, 2003; Thompson et al., 2000) and in spatial information integration across distance in the visual field (Jaeger, 1986; Kovacs, 2000; Kovacs, Kozma, Feher, & Benedek, 1999; Weintraub, 1979; Zanuttini, 1996) . Accordingly, one could speculate that developmental changes in the sensory code for length, and in the working parameters of the mechanism producing perceived length, modify k 0 and k 1 causing changes with age in the extent of size isomorphism.
Development of size isomorphism versus development of size constancy.-Size constancy refers to the extent to which perceived object size varies with the distance of objects from the subject. Cues of size and distance are information about the angular and physical sizes of objects. The perceived size of objects can be considered as a compromise between these angular and physical sizes (Brunswik, 1956) . In children, size constancy is good for objects at short distances and worsens progressively for objects at increasingly far distances due to children's lower ability to use cues of size and distance for greater distances (Da Silva, 1983 , 1985 Gogel, 1977) .
Size constancy and size isomorphism may develop independently. On one hand, size constancy may vary with age due to changes with age in the ability to use cues of size and distance. On the other hand, size isomorphism may vary with age due to changes with age in the code for length and the parameters of the mechanism producing perceived length.
Development of judgment.-In addition to the changes with age in the perception of size caused by the development of size constancy and by the development of size isomorphism, one should also consider possible changes with age in the judgment of perceived size (Mullet, Lautrey, & Glaser, 1989; Mullet & Pâques, 1991; Verge & Bogartz, 1978) . Eq. 2 describes the judgment of perceived size. The finding of the different values c 0 = 0.8 and c 1 = 30 for 5-year-olds, and c 0 = 0.175 and c 1 = 4.75 for 11-year-olds, supports the possibility that the judgment of perceived size changes with age.
Effect of practice. -Wolf (1995) had younger children rate the size of chocolate bars, with the width and height of the bars varied factorially. Before they rated this size, children either never handled the chocolate bars or handled them for ten minutes. Considering that in younger children size constancy is essentially as good as in adults for objects at short distances (Wohlwill, 1960) , handling of the bars could have altered the judgment of the size of bars, the code for perceived length, the working parameters of the mechanism that generates perceived length, or a combination thereof. Supporting each of these different possibilities, factorial curves were parallel as in Fig. 1a when children never handled the bars, but diverged as in Fig. 1b after children had handled the bars.
Sources of confusion in developmental studies of perceived size.-The present analysis is consistent with previous interpretations that developmental changes in the perception of size could be accompanied by changes with age in the process of judgment (c 0 and c 1 ) . The perception of size is often studied by requiring subjects to directly judge perceived size numerically, as in the method of magnitude estimation. One could take these numerical judgments at face value to draw conclusions about variations with age for example in size constancy (Teghtsoonian & Beckwith, 1976) . However, the present discussion shows that these conclusions would be uncertain, since responses to the perception of size may also depend on changes with age in the process of judgment, and not only on the development of size constancy. Size constancy depends on the subject's ability to use cues of size and distance. The present analysis suggests that developmental changes in perceived size may separately depend on the sensory code for length and the parameters of the mechanism producing perceived length (k 0 and k 1 ). Thus, independently of any method used to study perceived size, the present discussion additionally shows that changes in perceived size caused by the development of size constancy can be confused with changes in perceived size caused by the development of size isomorphism.
APPENDIX
The possibility that k 0 is close to 1 and k 1 is close to 0 for short linear extents parallels the finding that k 0 = 1 and k 1 = 0 for perceived numerousness of sets of up to about 10 actual elements. Indeed, two distinct linear psychophysical functions describe the relation of perceived numerousness with actual number of elements, one with k 0 = 1 and k 1 = 0 for sets of less than about 10 elements and one with k 0 = 0.5 and k 1 = 6.5 for sets of more than about 10 elements (Masin, 1983 ; see also data in Krueger, 1982; Minturn & Reese, 1951; Parducci, 1963) . A review of studies shows that authors report a mean exponent for perceived numerousness of about 0.85 (Masin, 1983) . Thus, one could contend that perceived numerousness y varies with actual number x of elements according to a single power function with exponent of 0.85 rather than according to two distinct straight lines. However, authors who have reported an exponent for perceived numerousness have calculated the exponent using log transformations of empirical values of x and y improperly. Indeed, when k 1 = 0 and the relation between x and y is y = k 0 x + k 1 , a log transformation of x and y yields log y = log k 0 + log x . Thus, when k 1 = 0, there is a linear relation both between the empirical values of x and y and between the log transformations of the empirical values of x and y. However, when k 1 ≠ 0, it may be shown using the Jacobian logarithm that a log transformation of x and y yields log y = log k 0 + log x + log 
